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CHAPTER 4

The Kiss of Debt

The East Bloc Goes Borrowing

STEPHEN KOTKIN

WHAT TOOK PLACE in the East bloc in the 1970s was scarcely appreciated at the time, but it proved to be momentous. Edward Gierek, the Communist Party boss in Poland, and Walter Ulbricht, the East German Communist leader, each hit upon a bold new development strategy: borrow from the West in convertible currency in order to effect a great economic leap. The ostensible goal was to use the money to buy technology and expand industry in order to export goods to . . . pay back the loans. But the regimes also felt a deep need to mollify their populations by importing Western consumer goods. The immediate upshot was that the production of goods such as cars and television sets grew appreciably, while foodstuffs, clothing, and other daily items became more readily available. In the early 1970s, at least, economic times were good in Eastern Europe.1

Before the decade was out, however, the borrowing gamble turned into a bust. Both Poland and East Germany found themselves stuck with huge loans in currencies other than their own that they could not readily pay: the increased hard currency revenues from exports never materialized. A major part of the problem was the 1973 oil shock, or the pan-Arab refusal to sell oil to the West against the background of the Arab-Israeli War. The price of crude spiked 400 percent in a matter of months, and energy costs shot up substantially for East European industry. But the deeper problem was the fact that communism locked in low productivity while also doing out living standard subsidies. The dangers of the failed borrowing strategy were remarked in internal discussions. Yet the regimes lacked the political legitimacy to take the necessary hard measures of a structural adjustment, such as cutting off subsidies (that is, raising prices) and throwing people out of work in the worst-performing sectors. The bloc was not merely on the verge of economic bankruptcy; more consequentially, it was politically bankrupt.

The capitalist West, meanwhile, in many ways had the exact opposite experience in the 1970s. The crippling oil shock sparked the formation by 1975 of the Group of Six, or G-6, a forum consisting of the United States, Japan, West Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and France (Canada would be added the next year), in an attempt to coordinate policy. All these countries underwent stock market swoons, grueling recessions, rises in unemployment, and declines in living standards. Times were tough in the first half of the 1970s. Still, the longer-term consequence of the oil shock and the market-induced structural adjustment in the leading capitalist countries was more robust economies. The postwar capitalist world in the 1950s and 1960s was extraordinarily different from its interwar incarnation: no more Great Depression and fascist militarism, but instead democracy and consumer boom. Furthermore, despite the economic difficulties of the early 1970s, and another recession in the 1980s, capitalism would manage renewed high performance. This was game changing for socialism. Either socialism was the antidote to capitalism, or it had no reason to exist.

The Polish Disease

Consider the crucial case of East Germany. In building socialism, the Soviets had radically suppressed consumption, but that was back when the capitalist world had been mired in 1930s mass unemployment. In the 1950s West Germany's growth rates were in the double digits, yearly. In July 1960 Ulbricht wrote to Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev: "You can be sure that we are doing everything in our powers. But West Germany has turned out to be economically powerful." The upshot: the German Democratic Republic was being subverted by "hostile-negative forces," that is, by Western daily life. "In the final analysis, we cannot choose against whom we would like to compete," concluded Ulbricht, the son of a tailor. "We are simply forced to square off against West Germany. However, the GDR does not have enough economic power to do this alone." Ulbricht begged for more hard currency. Moscow said no. In January 1961 Ulbricht wrote again: "The booming economy in West Germany, which is visible to
every citizen of the GDR, is the main reason that over ten years about two million people have left our republic.8 Those runaways included entrepreneurs and skilled professionals (one day the entire mathematics department of the University of Leipzig defected). Small wonder Moscow consented later that year to Ulbricht’s requests to wall in East Germans. But the living standard differential could not be walled out.3

Under Ulbricht, supplication before the Soviets never ceased, but he also turned to the enemy. In 1970, the year before his ouster, he told the chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers that because the Soviets would not underwrite the GDR to the extent necessary, the GDR would have to borrow from the capitalist West. “We know the plan will be upset by it,” Ulbricht admitted.4 But the GDR needed hard currency to make an industrial leap and, in theory, pay the debt back with a range of new manufactured goods. This, however, presupposed Western demand for GDR goods—as well as no competition from other low-price exporters. It also required expensive imports of components and raw materials, on top of the consumer imports necessary to placate a populace aware of West German lifestyles. And unless the GDR’s export earnings kept ahead of these import expenditures, the country would suffer a trade imbalance and be unable to pay back the hard currency loans. Brezhnev and the comrades in Moscow suspected that in turning westward for loans, Ulbricht was signaling his readiness to sell out the Soviet Union in a deal to resolve the German question. Ulbricht, though, remained a dreamer. The same year he told the Soviets about his need to go cap in hand to the imperialists, he assured his chief planner that within five years the GDR would be selling computers to the West.

Erich Honecker elbowed Ulbricht aside and redoubled the efforts to build up a socially oriented consumer society under the banner of socialist orthodoxy. As late as 1971 the GDR’s semiprivate and private sectors still employed nearly half a million people and accounted for 11.3 percent of output, but Honecker nationalized these mostly small, flexible private enterprises, whose profits were deemed politically anathema. Ironically, they had manufactured specialty machines and other goods for Western export (one GDR efficiency expert had dubbed them the country’s “secret weapon”).5 Reducing revenues, Honecker also ratcheted up outlays for consumer and housing subsidies, which leapt nearly sevenfold between the onset of his rule and 1989. “The people need cheap bread, a dry flat and a job,” the former roofer remarked. “If these three things are in order, nothing can happen to socialism.”6 The subsidies, however, came on top of pensions, hospitals, schools; the GDR regime could not raise productivity to pay for the lifestyle that it promised and the populace had come to expect. The almighty rulers walked on eggshells for fear of triggering a repeat of the June 1953 Uprising, when only Soviet military assistance had prevented a regime collapse. Communism’s locked-in low productivity also derived from the inherent nature of planning, which through the unlimited demand for labor gave workers the power to shirk (even in an emigration-depleted GDR). East Germany’s supposed ace in the hole was the big bet on high technology, which Honecker increased—right when the limits of the GDR’s Fordist production model were being felt globally, thanks to rising energy costs. In the international political economy, socialist East Germany was not capitalist East Asia, as would soon be poignantly demonstrated when East Asian goods produced by market discipline economies trounced East German goods on global export markets.

The Kremlin, which had egged Honecker on in his palace coup against Ulbricht and in his total eradication of private enterprise, balked at underwriting his rule. Not long after the first oil shock hit in 1973, the Soviets announced price rises for their oil, and the GDR found itself needing to export 20 percent more goods to the West just to stay even in hard currency. GDR economic growth began to taper off (either from more than 7 percent on average to around 4 percent, or from around 4 percent to not much more than 1 percent, depending on how one assesses East European data). Honecker had also been re-exporting some of the cheap Soviet oil (at world prices), but in August 1981 Brezhnev informed his pal that after three consecutive poor harvests in the Soviet Union, Moscow would have to shrink oil deliveries to the GDR. State Planning Chairman Gerhard Schröder implored his Soviet counterpart, Nikolai Baibakov: “I assume that a healthy, stable, socialist GDR plays an important role in the strategic thinking of the USSR. Imperialism stands right at the door of our house with its hate on three television channels.” In addition, said Schröder, complaining of the independent trade union Solidarity, “now we have counterrevolution in Poland at our backs.” He begged for 3.1 million tons more fuel. “Should I cut back on oil to Poland?” Baibakov asked rhetorically. “Vietnam is starving . . . should we just give away South East Asia? Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia, Yemen . . . we carry them all. And our standard of living is extraordinarily low?” (This was in 1981; so much for the oil-fueled uplift experienced by the Soviets in the 1970s.)
And so Honecker, too, found himself going to the imperialists, worker's cap in hand. He had blasted Ulbricht for running up the foreign debt, then he himself ballooned it beyond anything previously seen. The GDR's increasing dependency on the imperialists, especially West Germany, struck a psychological blow among the leadership. It was embarrassing enough that GDR schoolbooks taught that the goods of the West—which the regime doled out as rewards, and from which the GDR was sinking into debt—were produced by exploitation. But Honecker forbade even internal debate about the debt issue. When in November 1973 the regime's chief finance expert had warned the party chief that by 1980 the GDR's foreign debt would soar by a factor of ten, from DM 2 billion to DM 20 billion, Honecker instructed him to cease making the calculations. (The debt in 1980 turned out to be DM 25 billion.) Schürrer, the chief planner, strove again and again to put across the dangerousness of the situation, but he was told to avoid taking any actions, lest they magnify the troubles. By 1989 GDR foreign debt had reached DM 46 billion, or $26.5 billion. The cost of servicing those obligations was $4.5 billion, nearly 60 percent of export earnings. And there was no end in sight to more hard currency borrowing. Finally, in October 1989, Schürrer disclosed the extent of the debt to the rest of the GDR leadership. By then there was no way out, except for Western debt forgiveness. Living well beyond its means, the GDR had essentially lost its sovereignty.8

The Polish case—though extremely different in many ways—nonetheless bears some striking similarities to that of East Germany. Gierek, a former miner, had been in charge of a heavily industrialized coal mining region, Silesia, prided himself on being a manager, and, unusually, had lived abroad (in Belgium) and spoke French. Upon taking power as supreme party boss in 1970, he installed his “Silesian mafia” in Warsaw and broke up the country's seventeen voivodeships (the largest administrative units) into forty-nine smaller ones, eliminating any chance that someone could accumulate the power to challenge the authority of the first secretary (the way he had done as an overlord in Silesia). Besides centralizing power as well as expanding party membership—which rose from 2 million to 3 million over the decade of the 1970s—Gierek implemented the same strategy as Ulbricht: borrowing hard currency from the West to fatten consumption in Poland and turbocharge the economy. Poland's GDP grew at a stunning annual clip of nearly 10 percent during the first half of the decade, and salaries leapt accordingly.

Whereas in 1970 there had been 450,000 private cars in Poland, by the end of the decade, thanks to local production of the “small Fiat” from 1974, more than 2 million private cars were on the roads. But Polish production mostly failed to find buyers in the West, and the hard currency loans were eaten up; by 1979 up to one half of the raw materials and basic inputs necessary to keep production going in Polish factories had to be imported for hard currency. Foreign debt, nearly $4 billion in 1974, doubled the next year and reached $20 billion by decade's end. Gierek had loosened the autarky, exposing the system far more than ever before to the world economy.9 Gierek also entered into long-term agreements linking Poland to Soviet-sponsored projects through Comecon. This guaranteed better access to cheap Soviet raw materials, particularly oil and natural gas, but in the second half of the 1970s Poland experienced shortages of capital goods (such as locomotives) because Comecon obligations required exports of such products out of Poland.

Above all, though, the 1973 oil shock, on top of the inherent wastefulness and nonmarket rigidity of planning, bludgeoned the borrowing strategy, leading Gierek again to try to lower the costly subsidies for food. In June 1976 price hikes—69 percent for meat and fish, 100 percent for sugar, 60 percent for butter—provoked strikes at 130 factories. (The atmosphere had been inflamed the preceding year by attempts to insert the “leading role” of the party as well as the “special friendship” with the USSR into the country's constitution.) The workers humiliated the establishment; an ashen prime minister went on television and revoked the “price adjustment” for meat products one day after having introduced them and belatedly promised consultations with unspecified “representatives of society.” Imagine a state with monopoly control over everything—economy, education, the media, cultural institutions, unions, police, the military, entertainment—which could not raise the price of sausage without risking mass social protests.

By the late 1970s Gierek's consumption-led “boom” strategy had stalled in "growth fatigue,” and Poland's current accounts balance had sunk to $25 billion in the red. The price for the compensatory foreign loans, moreover, was not just economic dependence on the West but, as would become evident, a certain independence of maneuver for Poland's opposition. It was now that in combination with workers' strikes, some members of a self-styled opposition formed KOR, or the Committee for Workers' Defense, offering recourse to beaten and incarcerated workers and their
families—efforts that were supported by Poland's strengthened post-1968 political emigration. Suddenly every provincial party secretary had to reckon with the likelihood that if anything untoward happened to a member of the opposition, this fact would be publicized on Radio Free Europe and might affect Poland's standing with Western creditors.

Western banks, meanwhile, had the money to lend because of the self-same oil shock: they recycled gushing Middle East petrodollars that had been placed on deposit with them to the bloc (as well as to Latin America). Although it was Tito's Yugoslavia that had first opened to Western funding, receiving around $2.7 billion between 1951 and 1960 from the United States alone (nominally in exchange for good behavior vis-à-vis Greece and Italy), East bloc borrowing became known as the "Polish disease." It could also have been called the East German disease. But even Ceausescu's Romania, which had long prided itself on its near self-sufficiency, eventually succumbed to the temptation of Western borrowing.

Loss of Élan

In the late 1940s across Eastern Europe the Communist establishments were small minorities, yet their members seemed completely assured. They had resisted and defeated fascism; they were part of the movement of history; therefore their theories and actions were right, even if majorities of their compatriots did not immediately appreciate it; so they could lie at will. By the 1980s these Communist establishments had become enormous and possessed massive force, well-developed censorship mechanisms, and tight border controls. But the much bigger Communist establishments of the 1980s displayed the opposite sense of what the minuscule Communist establishments had known in 1948, namely that history was moving in the wrong direction; that defections could not be ignored, that the pervasive lying was sapping the will of the system's own functionaries. "All it will take," remarked one anxious Soviet general in the world's biggest armed force, "to bring the entire house down is just one spark." In other words, sometime between the late 1940s and the 1980s the establishment suffered a psychological blow, a loss of its arrogance. That shift occurred not primarily because of the Hungarian events of 1956 or the Czechoslovak events of 1968, as important as those episodes were, but because the bloc's economic performance fell short against the backdrop of extraordinary Western capitalist successes.

Eastern European elites who had come to power with Communist systems viewed the latter as an instrument to force a modernization leap (of a particular nonmarket kind) on their "backward" countries. That is precisely what happened, with great violence, but all the same this had failed to close the gap with the West. Between 1913 and 1950 per capita GDP growth in Eastern Europe had been anemic 1 percent annually, slower than world averages, but from 1950 to 1973 it jumped to 3.9 percent annually, above world averages. For those twenty years, Eastern Europe's growth per capita was even slightly above Asia's (3.7 percent). To put the matter another way, having been entirely within the Axis wartime orbit, which culminated in vast destruction, Eastern Europe underwent an impressive postwar recovery led by heavy industry. But then the Communist tree ceased leafing. For example, Hungary's annual average growth rate of around 6 percent dropped to 1.6 in 1979, and to zero in 1980. The precipitating cause, again, was the 1973 oil shock. The Soviet Union, a major oil exporter, was buoyed by rising revenues. But despite some initial Soviet energy cushioning of the East European satellites, the oil shock worsened intrasocialist terms of trade. In 1974 the Soviets accepted eight hundred units of Hungary's Ikarus bus in exchange for 1 million tons of oil, but by 1981 that same quantity of oil required 2,300 buses, and by the mid-1980s 4,000 buses.

Soviet-style economies mostly grew not by gains in productivity but by ever greater inputs of capital and labor (so-called extensive growth) and had notorious problems innovating. They could not even manage to assimilate the innovations their spy agencies succeeded in stealing from abroad. Most fundamentally, the systems invested in but misused (and abused) their human capital. Shortages (and queues) were endemic to the planned economy's normal operation, while the mania for heavy industry, the collectivization of agriculture (in most cases), and the suppression of the service sector (as capitalist) combined to ensure that even during the high growth spurt, rises in consumption lagged. True, after Stalin's death the regimes made concessions to the consumer across the bloc. But that only compounded the challenge: subsidies for housing, food, clothing, and other consumer items became ever more costly to maintain, while the least price hikes (when tried) sparked revolts that sometimes shook the regimes to their foundations. East European economies could not grow fast enough to meet the living standards challenge, on top of outsized expenses for military security and elite perquisites (which violated the ethos of so-
cial justice the regimes promoted). And yet the costly daily life subsidies seemed ever more necessary, because unlike the Soviet Union in the 1930s, the Eastern European satellites faced a capitalist world—in many cases right across the border—that had undergone its greatest-ever consumer boom in the 1950s and 1960s.

And nearly everyone knew it. They learned from the media—foreign but also official—and, partly thanks to détente, increasingly from direct contacts with visiting foreign tourists, and sometimes even from their own travels. Despite massive security police apparatuses, and despite monopolies on property and the public sphere, the East bloc establishments turned out to be paralyzed. None had much political capital. On the contrary, the regimes doled out the subsidies, and yet they still labored to burnish their legitimacy. They could not—again, unlike the Soviet Union—draw on a World War II victory to compensate for their relative failings. So predictably they fell back on cultivating nationalism. With some irony, Communist regimes promoted national feeling partly on the basis of anti-Russian sentiment. Be that as it may, whatever the strain of credulity on carrying the nationalist banner, each bloc country’s “national communism” was linked to promises of economic and technical modernization, perhaps the core of the regimes’ claims to legitimacy. And that was the killer: after all the exertions, violence, and sacrifice, far from outdueling the West, the East had fallen into dependency on it.

The East Europeans used the Soviet Union as a dumping ground for the inferior goods that they simply could not sell in hard currency export markets (low-quality, outdated clothes, footwear, fabrics, leather goods, furniture). But even Eastern Europe’s supposedly Western-export-grade goods left a lot to be desired. And then came a market surprise. When Gierke, the Polish party chief, exhorted, “Build a Second Poland!” he meant doubling GDP in a decade. Such a great leap forward proved an utterly false—except in the capitalist world, especially East Asia. Japan’s export-led boom inspired, and funded, the “tigers” of South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. In the 1980s East Asian manufacturers blinded the East Europeans. Lower-cost exports turned out to be a game others in the global economy could play, and better, with far cheaper labor and higher quality.

The East European borrowing strategy also depended on affordable interest rates and on foreign bankers’ willingness to roll over the loans—something that the bankers began to rethink around 1979, the time of the second oil shock. By then Poland’s convertible currency debt had reached around $20 billion; servicing that debt ate up 80 percent of the country’s export earnings. (The neglect of agriculture, meanwhile, meant that food accounted for near a quarter of Polish imports in 1978, costing valuable hard currency.) Hungary’s convertible currency debt ballooned from around $1 billion in 1972 to $9 billion by 1979, a burden that could be serviced only by taking on more debt. By 1989 Hungary’s debt hit $18 billion, meaning that the country needed a surplus in hard currency from exports of more than $1 billion annually just to pay the interest. (The corresponding figure for Poland was $12 billion.) Across the bloc, total hard currency debt shot up from $6 billion in 1970 to $21 billion by 1975, $56 billion by 1980, and $90 billion by 1989, with no end of escalation in sight.13

To paraphrase Lenin, the capitalists had sold the bloc the rope with which to hang itself. Perhaps East European regimes could have united to default simultaneously, seeking to deal a blow to the global financial system that held them in a vise, or at least gain leverage in a write-down. But they were Communists, not global casino players. Anyway they now needed continued access to Western capital markets (to say nothing of Western consumer goods) for their survival. Only Ceaușescu’s dictatorship in Romania imposed a brutal austerity program (from 1982), demonstrating the ruinous cost of paying off the debt: blackouts, freezing interiors, severe rationing of food. This was a price the East German and Polish establishments could not pay. Staring at Romania’s debt-reduction despair on one side and, on the other, at West Germany’s relentless cornucopia, East Germany and Poland, as well as Hungary, took out ever more foreign currency loans to pay back their old foreign currency loans. “Most of Eastern Europe’s economies had plunged head-first into the swimming pool of Western capitalism,” two scholars have written, “and instead of emerging refreshed and revitalized had surfaced gasping for air and saddled with unsustainable debt.”14 The bloc had become a Ponzi scheme.

**Geopolitics and Ideology**

The profound structural changes after World War II, and especially during the 1970s, radically altered the global geopolitical context for Eastern Europe and demanded a response from its establishments. Over the years the responses generally boiled down to two opposed versions of trying to make socialism better. One involved the old reformers’ dream—socialism
with a human face—which, however, had shown itself to be not a renewal of socialism but its unwitting liquidation. Party conservatives were properly wary of Gorbachev’s revival of socialism with a human face in the 1980s. But their alternative, conservative modernization—meaning a further tightening of “discipline” as well as profligate investment in technological panaceas—also failed to reenergize the systems, seemingly leaving them only with trying to muddle through by borrowing. Muddling through (albeit on capitalist money) held a certain appeal. After all, the system had raised up the members of establishments, and most hoped that if necessary, the system would somehow save them, especially if capitalism finally descended into the second Great Depression that Communists had long predicted for it. But someone forgot to tell the post–World War II capitalist world to go into a death spiral.

The compromises with capitalism made by the East bloc in the 1970s forced a severe reckoning in the following decade. Borrowing from the West had amounted, consciously or not, to a substitute for conceding the establishment’s monopoly on power. But the bill came due. Predictably the bloc’s establishments upped their pleas to the Soviets, but the Soviets could not bear the extra burden. From the 1970s—after having long paid below world market prices for imports from East Europe while extracting higher prices for Soviet exports—Moscow found itself needing to provide its satellites with raw materials at below world prices, while importing shoddy goods in return. Then, after the world price of oil tumbled precipitously in 1985–86, thanks partly to deliberate Saudi overproduction, the Soviet Union—which could not implore itself for more money—eventually also became contaminated with the “Polish disease,” borrowing from the capitalists to satisfy the consumer desires in a socialist country.

Meanwhile, Moscow fumed that the satellites were living better than their Soviet “friends,” yet these “shameless” peoples were not even satisfied. Rank-and-file East European dissatisfaction, however, could not be directed at abstractions such as the market or globalization; the regimes themselves were held responsible. Many members of the Communist establishments voiced outrage at the “petty-bourgeois” hankering for dachas and cars, washing machines and refrigerators (as did many dissidents, including Vaclav Havel). Of course the elites, with their wives and children, enjoyed the best access to Western goods and services. In any case, those who decried “refrigerator socialism” were spitting into the wind. That said, even the dimwitted comprehended the depth of the trap.

If socialism was merely aiming to placate consumers just like capitalism, only not as well, was socialism’s existence even justified? To put the matter in its starkest terms, how long could muddling through and borrowing continue if Western bankers refused to roll over the loans?

What to do? Communist rulers in China—who endure as of this writing—discovered a solution for the party: a police state market economy. On June 4, 1989, when the multicandidate elections took place in Poland that would culminate in the formation of a Solidarity government, the tanks rolled into China’s Tiananmen Square, cracking down on the demonstrators. It was a coincidence, but an extraordinary one. One Communist establishment found itself, unexpectedly, in a process of capitulation and went along; the other stood firm. But in bloodying its people who were demonstrating against corruption and for socialism to open up politically (and live up to its promises), the Chinese leadership also deepened the country’s turn toward economic openness. Who would have guessed it would be the Chinese Communists, rather than the East Europeans, who would embrace the market? The East Europeans (Albania excepted) had not rallied against the USSR for being in bed with imperialism (in détente) and abandoning world revolution. Unlike Mao and his homicidal Cultural Revolution of 1966–1976 (which, unintentionally, destroyed China’s economic planning capacities), the East European establishments had ceased to be militant. Rather, they turned out to be conservative, which derived from their long terms in power, and which had seemed vindicated by events in Prague in 1968; indeed 1968 helped formalize their conservative identities across the bloc as the resolute “healthy forces.” They branded their aenemes—reformers—as counterrevolutionaries even though the latter also fought to defend socialism. In other words, members of the establishments of Eastern Europe, whether conservative or reformist, remained largely bound by ideology, especially in the economy, unlike the Leninist-type copycat single party in Taiwan or the post-Mao recovering Communist Party in mainland China.

For the East European systems, the reformers such as those of the Prague Spring were the more immediately dangerous, since reform of the system invariably amounted to unintentional self-liquidation. But the conservatives bear the greater responsibility for the happy circumstance of the implosion. The mundane fact about the Communist establishments in Eastern Europe was that they were full of . . . Communists. And the single most important fact about the formerly secret Communist archives is this:
behind closed doors the Communists spoke with the same vocabulary and worldview that they used in public. Although the idea of permitting some market mechanisms had come under discussion early in the revolutionary regimes, it was always only as a way to have profit-and-loss calculations assist administrative methods, not as a displacement of planning. Even Hungary's János Kádár, considered one of the more flexible leaders on economic experimentation, pointedly remarked during a visit to a large factory in 1986: "It must be understood that the foundation of Hungary's people's economy is socialist, that the means of production are 96-97 percent in social property and that our future will be decided in the socialist factories. Everything else can be a useful supplement to this, but nothing else." 

The June 1989 crackdown in Tiananmen Square resounded throughout the bloc that summer and into the fall, but the incipient market success of the Chinese Communists mostly escaped the East Europeans. Károly Grósz—the fifty-seven-year-old who had emerged as Kádár's prime minister in 1987 on a platform of a "reform dictatorship" and then shunted Kádár aside as party chief in 1988—supported many long-contemplated economic reforms (capitalist-style banking, majority foreign private ownership). Grósz also showed intransigence over the party's monopoly (and explored the possibility of martial law). This desperate, crisis-ridden groping appears to have been inspired not by Communist China's example, however, but by the high-growth authoritarianism of 1980s South Korea. Be that as it may, in October 1989 Grósz was definitively eclipsed by Hungary's Communist Party political reformers, who sought survival in a Western-style multiparty system. 

The possible exception of Grósz aside—the evidence is ambiguous and the time period short—the East European ruling circles that were insistent on retaining one-party rule ruled out embrace of the market. For them it was tantamount to treason.

For East Germany—which faced a hugely successful market economy Germany right across the barbed wire—"capitulation" to the market appeared to mean the end of the country. Would the East German establishment risk suicide? Would the Soviets accept the "loss" of East Germany, paid for with 27 million Soviet lives? Here ideology meshed with geopolitics. A reversion to capitalism under Communist rule—something like China's market Leninism—seemed out of the question. Socialism had been a promise to transcend all problems, but the accumulated entrenched interests of socialism, its establishments, would not countenance an attempted transcendence of socialism's problems, only "more socialism." The Soviets, in other words, were not alone in keeping Eastern Europe locked on its fatal trajectory; in the teeth of the radically altered world circumstances of the postwar era. But the Soviets upset the apple cart even further with Gorbachev's repeal of the Brezhnev Doctrine of using force to retain socialism in Eastern Europe, and with his socialism-with-a-human-face insistence that the bloc regimes themselves not use force to try to hold on.
3. The Great Transformation

1. There is, of course, already a Nixon in China opera and at least one recent account (by Margaret Macmillan) of the event that presents it in the grand opera style.

2. I have been working with Chen Jian of Cornell University on a project provisionally titled "The Great Transformation: China's Road from Revolution to Reform." This chapter is a thin piece that has been fed by long conversations between the two of us; while I am grateful to Chen Jian for his insights, he is of course not responsible for the preliminary conclusions I draw here.

3. This overview is based on interviews with former political leaders in the South and with former factory managers, military officers, and local CCP cadres. Some of the more general conclusions are supported by the recent scholarly literature in Chinese; see for instance Chen Yongjun, Cong jihua dao shichuang: Zhi gong jingji tiyi gaige de xuanze [From Plan to Market: Choices in the Reform of China's Economic System] (Fuzhou, 1999); Han Guangli and Hu Yongtian, Gaige nianlai. Deng Xiaoping de gaige xingshi [The Reform Decade: Deng Xiaoping's Reform Period] (Shenyang, 2004); and Zhongzong Zhongyang dangshi yanjiushi disan yuanjubu, comp., Deng Xiaoping yu gaige kaifang de qibu [Deng Xiaoping and the Rise of the Reform and Open Door Policy] (Beijing, 2005). For valuable reminiscences of early reform in the South, see Li Junxiao, Bi lu lan lu xian xing yi bu: Guangdong gaige kaifang chuqi lishi yanjiu [Arduous First Steps: Historical Research on the Initial Period of Reform and Opening in Guangdong] (Guangzhou, 2008).

4. Two good recent overviews of party politics in this crucial period are Shi Yun and Li Danhui, "Nanyi jiu de jixu germing—ong pi Lin dao pi Deng 1972—1977" [Difficult Continuation of the "Continuous Revolution"—from Criticizing Lin to Criticizing Deng, 1972—1977]; and Xiao Donglan, "Li Shi de liangui: Cong bohuan fanzheng dao gaige kaifang" [The Changing Paths of History: From Bringing Order Out of Chaos to Reform and Open Door], both 2008 working papers from the Chinese University of Hong Kong's Contemporary China Research Center. In English, see Frederick C. Teiwes and Warren Sun, The End of the Maoist Era (Armonk, N.Y., 2007), esp. pp. 110-166.

4. The Kiss of Debt

1. This chapter is adapted from Uncivil Society: 1989 and the Implosion of the Communist Establishment (New York, 2009), by Stephen Kotkin, with a contribution by Jan T. Gross.


3. In 1963, on a visit to Moscow, Ulbricht remarked that "even after the closing of the state borders, the high living standards [in West Germany] strongly affect the population of the GDR and its political attitudes." Kopstein, Politics of Economic Decline, p. 48.

4. Ibid., pp. 68-69.

5. Ibid., p. 80.


11. Much of the scholarly literature blames the relative “backwardness” of East Europe on Soviet backwardness. By contrast, Ivan Berend has argued that in the twentieth century, the Eastern European countries mounted two revolts against the West out of humiliation: an antibureaucratic right-wing rebellion in the interwar years and an antibureaucratic left-wing rebellion in the postwar years, both motivated by “economic backwardness and the increasing gap which separated them from the advanced Western core.” Ivan T. Berend, Central and Eastern Europe, 1944–1993: Detour from the Periphery to the Periphery (New York, 1996), p. x.


15. Aldcroft and Morewood, Economic Change in Eastern Europe, p. 137. For a high-end estimate ($87 billion) of Soviet trade surpluses to Eastern Europe between 1960 and 1980, see Michael Marrese and Jan Váňous, Soviet Subsidization of Trade with Eastern Europe (Berkeley, 1983).
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